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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a philosophical approach to the contemporary question: Should data
transmission within the commercial community employ encryption techniques and what
are the advantages and disadvantages?

The standard techniques of substitution, transportation, ciphers, codes, keys, synchronous
systems, block messages, error correction, and time-sharing are defined for the reader to
understand the many and varied techniques available. The properties of the techniques are
outlined for further ease of understanding. A limited Glossary of Cryptography is included.

The paper is an overview of the general subject of secure communication and does not
discuss the theory of specific techniques in depth. Rather it will lead the reader to further
explore the subject for theories and results applicable to specific applications.

INTRODUCTION

Cryptography, once exclusively associated with the military and diplomatic communities,
is being adopted by the private, industrial, and commercial sectors. The forcing functions
leading to this extended use include the following: (1) electronic data transfer is replacing
the paper records, (2) eavesdropping of voice communication is now commonplace, and
(3) the monetary value of information to the industrial/commercial community increases
every day. Cryptography is one technique being utilized to control information between
two parties while denying that information to a third party.

The applications of cryptography to the industrial/commercial communities will be evident
from the following discussion. Something of the diversity of these applications will
become apparent to the reader when he considers the following associations: data--files;
personnel--records; corporations--plans and marketing strategies; banks--records; 



petrochemical Industries--trade secrets; business general ly--financial facts; computers--
files and memories.

BASICS

Two of the key elements in cryptography are privacy and authentication. Privacy is
preventing a third party from extracting information from a communication channel.
Authentication is preventing a third party from injecting false data or altering the message
content in a communication channel. Both techniques have a common goal: to make the
data useless to a third party but useful to the common parties on the communication
channel. Figure 1 indicates the difference.

For example, in telephone conversations, authentication predominates since the receiver
cannot determine who the sender is. Eavesdropping (wire tapping) is semidifficult and
illegal when it is easy for one to pretend to be the sender. In electronic communication,
eavesdropping is passive and the legal hazard is minimum but injection is illegitimate and
subject to prosecution. Although the difference is important, many times one encryption
technique can be applied to both solutions. For more examples, see Reference (1).

To prevent eavesdropping as shown in Figure 1, a plain text or unencrypted message P is
encrypted by an invertible transformation SK to produce a ciphertext, the message C (see
Appendix for definitions). The legitimate receiver, in turn, decrypts the message C to
plaintext P with the inverse transformation          .

(1)

The transformation SK can be chosen from a family of transforms and is known as a key.
The key may be implemented in hardware, or may be a set of instructions to a computer or
may be an analog. In general, the transforms are either private or public information, but
the combination is secret to the users. This is the first problem: protection of the key and
the transfer of the key information to the approved senders and receivers without a third
party’s knowledge.

To protect the security of the key, it must withstand cryptanalysis by the third party. One
method is to make the information required by the cryptanalyst either difficult to obtain or
confusing. The information protection is accomplished by (1) limiting the knowledge of the
statistical properties of the language, (2) limiting the statistical knowledge of certain
probable words in the language, (3) limiting the statistical application of numbers and
letters, (4) limiting the amount of a prior plaintext detail, and (5) limiting the release of
received plaintext information. These are also the reason it is difficult to protect keys used
for computer control since all computer language is very formal and public. Some of the



old rules were “never declassify a plaintext without first paraphrasing it” and “never
encrypt the same plaintext in two different cryptosystems.” These rules still apply and
moreso when computers are used in the encryption/decryption process.

The techniques that provide the highest computational security are: (1) insufficient
information to allow a cryptanalyst to determine the transform SK or          and (2) an
encryption scheme so complex as to overwhelm the physical computering resources of an
eavesdropper until the messages are of zero value. The latter resources can be
accomplished by a one-time key or computer program wherein 2n is the number of keys as
n approaches infinity; this follows Shannon’s analysis.(2) Shannon further suggests data
compression as a secondary technique for further improvement in computational security
since it removes redundancy. The redundancy can be added by the receiver for clarity after
decryption.

When a public key is applicable, the distribution of the proper keys becomes difficult. This
has required registered mail or a prior action by the sender prior to operating cryptographic
communication. Other speakers on this panel will cover the public key in detail. The
problem for large commercial communication systems is the number of possible
connections (n2-n)/2 for n number of users. For one million users, approximately 500
billion connections are possible. The reader can determine the problem of distributing keys
to such a group.

Diffle, Hellman, and Merkel (3,  4) have suggested a technique to communicate over
insecure channels without pre-arrangement. It involves two-way communication between
sender and receiver, each with a different key for enciphering and deciphering. One can
use a random pair of inverse keys for enciphering and for deciphering in each direction.

Reference (5) also explains this technique in detail. Thus the user’s enciphering key EK can
be made public without compromising the decryption key. The random factor provides this
simple transform. The decryption key Dp, which is private, must be protected.

The authentication system, Figure 1 , does prevent third party action but it cannot settle
disputes between sender and receiver as to the contents of the messages sent. Written
contracts and agreements are validated by handwritten signatures, which serve as proof for
future review. In the communication channel, this is difficult to accomplish. How can a
receiver prove the sender’s message is real and from the sender? One simple solution is for
the sender to use his private key Ep and for the receiver to use a public key Dp. This is the
reverse of the technique mentioned in the previous paragraph. Thus it can be proven that
only the sender could send such a message. This is represented by the following equation:

EK - Dp = K = Ep - DK (2)



This technique provides unforgettable message-dependent, digital signatures, but will
allow an eavesdropper to determine the message from the public key. To obtain
communication privacy, the sender can encrypt with the receiver’s public key to provide a
dual encrypted message. The receiver can recover the message using his private key for
authentication of the public encrypted message. At this stage, the reader can see the
possible combinations and the complexity of any cryptographic system. Let us examine a
few typical systems/techniques.

DIGITAL

In transportation, the position of the plaintext letters in a message rather than the letters
of the alphabet are permuted. If the message is THE AIRPLANE IS LATE AT LAX, we
can break it into four character groups (including spaces) and the letters in each group
rearranged to the permutation (1234/2413). The message becomes H TEIPARAELNI
SAELTA TA LX. The combinations of permutations is unlimited.

The simplest substitution as used in most puzzles is a permuted alph abet (e.g.,
CWXPAOVTERBQDZLKVFJHNIMGSY) wherein the letters are substituted for the
normal alphabet. The message is then transformed to

HTA CEFKQCZA EJ QCHA QCG

The frequency of words and the pattern of words become evident by their repeated letters
and by the probabilities of occurrence. Such a permuted alphabet can approach 232

combnations.

To defeat the frequency analysis used by cryptographers, multiple alphabets and
substitutions are utilized. If six alphabets are used, letters number 6n+1 are encrypted in
the sixth alphabet. Letters 1, 7, 13, and 19 are encrypted in the first alphabet, letters 2, 8,
14,and 20 in the second, etc. The solution is to determine the period for repeated groups of
three or more ciphertext letters that usually occur due to the frequency of the plaintext
words. For example, THE has a 4.5 percent probability; ING has a 1.2 percent probability.
The trick in polyalphabetic cipher is to have two periods that are large and prime to
prevent real-time eavesdropping.

The next step from alphabetic key is the code approach. A code usually is a list of words
and phrases. A further refinement is with corresponding random groups of numbers or
letters. The advantages in codes are twofold: (1) shorter expressions and (2) data
compression, both of which meet the initial requirements. Reference (1) is an excellent
source of these codes. Since codes operate on relatively large blocks, the code book may
contain over 100,000 references. The disadvantage is the cost and time to change books,



which leads to compromising--violation of basic security and dangerous to some
applications.

Another technique is the aperiodic polyalphabetics, wherein a message is combined with
the title of a book, an expression, or the like. An example is, in plaintext:

THIS BOOK BELONGS TO HARRY

The key words, CO TECHNICAL SPONSORSHIP, are arranged as shown in the
equivalent block:

COTE CHNI CALSPON SO RSHIP

Module 26 addition of the key and plaintext (A as 0, B as 1, ... Z as 25) results in
ciphertext:

VVBW DVBS DEWGCUF LC YSYZN

If this technique is used in conjunction with a little-known book, the cryptographer’s
problems increase. Note this technique is easily implemented in digital system with module
devices, registers, PN codes, etc.

Today’s modern digital systems are prime candidates for encryption methods using shift
registers. Simple five-stage registers can be used for one-time tape ciphers if the key is as
long as the messages. The disadvantage is that the stages will repeat, thus providing a
method of eavesdropping. As shown In Reference (6), the period for an integer value of m
or n stages is 2n-1. If n is 100, the sequence will repeat every 1016 years at a 1-MBPS rate.
A seven-stage register is a good example of the even distribution required of any text.
There are four i’s and three o’s in the seven sequence. The sequence length and register
stages are limited in practice not by design, but by the time for a decrypter to lock onto the
data; seven is the minimum numbered stages. Prime numbers for the m stages that meet
these optimum requirements are 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, 89, 107, 127, 521 ....

The block cipher, which divides the plaintext into separate blocks of the same size and
operates on each independently to sequence the message, is the approach used by the NBS
Data Encryption Standard. This is discussed in a separate paper. All of the techniques
discussed previously can be used for each block. The problem is one of timing by the
decrypter and recombination into plaintext sequence. Mixing the blocks and the transforms
adds complexity as well as security. It should be noted at this point that the timing of the
encryption registers as well as decryption registers is very critical. Jitter, drift, waveform
variation of the reference or clock time render most hardware ineffective.



ANALOG

The encryption of voice and facsimile on an analog basis is called scrambling. To build a
secure scrambler is difficult. On the other hand, using the frequency domain or time
domain, a persistent human eavesdropper can usually determine the message contents.
Most complex types as well as modulated types are subject to Fourier analysis to
determine the transpositions and inversions. In general, scrambling voices for security is
time-limited. One solution is to convert the analog to digits or ABATE levels before
applying digital encryption techniques, thus generating greater security time.

The simplest analog scramblers are frequency inverters wherein the 300- to 3000-Hz
filtered voice is mixed with a 3100-Hz tone. Thus the high frequencies become low and
lows become high. The next step in complexity is band splitting . For example, the voice
range is broken into five bands and then permuted; five bands give 120 permutations or
keys--not a large number to descramble. The next progression is to use a rolling code
wherein the permutations are changed several times each second. Again the subset band is
usually five. The inversion sequence subsets and permutation can be made more complex
by using a pseudorandom number generator. Due to the low rate, computer decoding or
decryption is relatively fast.

Following the digital block technique, time division scramblers break the speech into short
segments for permutation. Of course, permuting time, frequency, and combinations thereof
is feasible. Reference (3) indicates the blocks should be greater than 10 seconds and the
duration of each segment less than 50 milliseconds to produce a highly secure system. To
decrease the duplex delay (twice the block duration), buffering and simplex operation are
recommended. More on this subject is contained in the companion papers of this session.

Figures 2 through 7, taken from Reference (7), explain the techniques in graphic form.

GENERAL

Plaintext is usually of an arbitrary length and normally cannot be handled in total by
computing devices. Therefore, the plaintext is divided into blocks of a fixed size. Block
ciphers tend to be simple substitutions that require large alphabets to foil analysis. The
properties are such that a systematic error-correcting code is not applicable, and an error
will cause 50 percent of the ciphertext bits to change. This is an advantage since error
propagation assists an authentication method. Thus the third party cannot make undetected
modifications without the proper key. The parties will know the message is modified.

In contrast, stream ciphers encrypt every input into an output character as a function of
the internal state of the registers. Further, the encrypted stream changes states according to



a fixed or variable rule. The occurrence of the same plaintext character will usually result
in different ciphertext characteristics. When the stream is synchronous, each state depends
upon the previous state and not on the input state. This is a memoryless or time-varying
technique. The advantage is that there is no error propagation. The disadvantage is that a
loss of a character causes loss of synchronization and loss of the following message. Some
systems such as DES operate in self-synchronization to overcome this problem.

The opposite side is the stream operating as a time variation and an encrypter that
possesses a memory. Encryption of plaintext depends upon the position of the character
and the preceding characters. Again combination of blocks into streams is feasible.

CONCLUSION

From this general discussion of the commonly available techniques, one can understand the
complexity of encryption and the degree of security available. For data that has a short
half-life and for data designed for the eavesdropper, the simple tape key systems will
prove to be economically feasible. For large amounts of data, the block or stream system
or a combination with a large prime number key is suggested. Cost and complexity are the
disadvantages to be offset. If the eavesdropper need is greater than the sender’s or
receiver’s, it will pay off. As with all digital systems, error propagation is a factor that
must be assessed based upon the loss of data versus protection required.

In general , it is clear that more and more private, commercial, and industrial
communications will be encrypted. The protection of computer data interchange is only the
first step. This indicates that a new industry is in the formative stage.

The listed references will allow the reader to explore this subject in greater detail. The
glossary will assist the reader with the following papers.

Table 1 is a summary of the discussion.
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TABLE 1. Summary

PRO CON

Increased protection to sensitive
company data/messages from
eavesdropping.

Provides privacy and authenication
to communication channels.

Only authorized personnel have
access to messages and
communication channels.

Extended security time of message
contents.

Increases cost.

Data and message units must be repeated to
ensure 100 percent acceptance.

Complexity of software and equipment to
ensure successful message transfer.

Highly qualified personnel required.

Real time messages will be delayed due to
transmission transfer and coding
coefficients.



Figure 1 -- Authentication

Figure 2 -- The Frequency-Inversion Process

Figure 3 -- Hopping and Masking



Figure 4 -- Bandsplitting

Figure 5 -- Rolling Code Change

Figure 6 -- Time-Division Multiplexing



Figure 7 -- A Hybrid Approach

APPENDIX

GLOSSARY OF CRYPTOGRAPHY

Analog cryptography--Cryptographic transformations may be applied to continuous
signals, usually voice. This process s frequently used, even though it is less secure
than digitizing the signal before encryption, because it requires smaller bandwidths.

Authentication--Verification of the Identity of a party taking part In communication, or
the validity of a message.

Autokey--A method of encryption in which the parts of the message itself are used as all
or part of the key for encrypting other parts.

Bandsplitting--A form of analog scrambling in which the frequency domain is divided in
several bands (often five), which are transposed.

Black--Unclassified, public, or encrypted data are called black by the military. See: Red.

Block cipher--A cipher in which the plaintext is broken into a sequence of blocks of fixed
size and processed, one block at a time, in a manner ndependent of the block’s
position in the sequence. Monoalphabetic substitution on English is a block cipher
in which the blocks are quite small, but the term is usually limited to ciphers
employing larger blocks. See: Polyalphabetic cipher.

Bust--An error in the operation of a cryptographic system that creates an opening for
cryptanalytic attack.



Certification--The process of studying a cryptosystem to ascertain its security. At present,
this is done by mounting a cryptanalytic assault on the device under idealized
conditions. In the future, it may be possible to give formal proofs of the
cryptanalytic strength. In addition, such characteristics as reliability, failure modes,
and radiation shielding must be examined. See: Tempest specifications, and IFF
problem.

Cipher--in the classical literature, a cipher designates a cryptosystem that operates on
small portions of the plaintext in a way that is relatively independent of linguistic
structure. This is in contrast to a code that operates directly on linguistic elements
such as words or phrases.

Cipher block chaining--A mode of cryptographic operation in which each block of
plaintext is XORed with the previous block of ciphertext before being encrypted.

Cipher feedback--A mode of cryptographic operation in which each element of plaintext
(usually bit or character) is encrypted in a way that depends on a fixed number of
preceding elements of the cipher text.

Code--A cryptosystem that replaces linguistic elements of the plaintext, such as words or
phrases, with arbitrary alphanumeric groups. The considerable strength of these
systems results from a combination of factors: (1) the elements on which it operates
are large and variable in length; (2) the key, consisting of the correspondence
between the plain and code groups is huge; (3) they perform a data compression
with redundancy, which is vital to cryptanalysis. A code which is not secret but is
employed for data compression only is called a brevity code, commercial code, or
nonsecret code. The term code is also used for a variety of other transformations on
data that are not intended for secrecy and operate on quantities of data ranging from
a few bits to thousands.

Codebook-- A book containing lists of words or phrases and the equivalent codegroups
This forms the key to a code. See: One-part code and Two-part code.

Codetext--The coded form of a text. This usually consists of a sequence of alphanumeric
groups.

Computational security--Security arising from the computational difficulty of
cryptanalysis, as opposed to probabalistic security, which relies on key of sufficient
size to leave the plaintext unconstrained by a knowledge of the cryptogram. See:
Probabalistic security.



Confusion--A notation introduced by Shannon for increasing the difficulty of cryptanalysis
by making the relationship between the statistics of the cryptogram and the structure
of the key computationally complex. In the IBM Lucifer system, this term has been
applied to the use of arbitrary functions of small numbers of variables, which are
computed by table lookup.

Cryptanalysis--The study, or act, of breaking or solving cryptosystems by deriving the
plaintext and the keys from a knowledge of the cryptotext alone. Various sorts of
additional information may be at the disposal of the cryptanalyst, giving rise to a
variety of cryptanalytic problems and situations. See: IFF problem, Probable word
method.

Cryptographic transformation--A transformation meant to conceal the meaning of a
message; a privacy transformation, cipher, code, etc.’

Cryptography--The study, or use, of transformations that make their inputs difficult to
discover from their outputs without knowledge of special keying information.

Cryptology--This term is sometimes used to emphasize the combined study of methods of
encrypting and means of attacking such methods, reserving the terms cryptography
and cryptanalysis for these two aspects respectively.

Cryptosystem--A family of invertible transformations, indexed by a key, that convert
plain language messages to secret form.

Cryptotext--The result of a cryptographic transformation (i.e., ciphertext, codetext, etc.)
This term is used to emphasize a level of generality that includes both.

Decrypt, decipher, decode, or decramble--The transformation of encrypted material to
plaintext by use of the key.

Diffusion--A notion introduced by Shannon for operations that spread the redundancy of
message out over large quantities of text, thereby making it harder to discover the
structure of the key. In the IBM Lucifer system, this term is applied to bitwise
permutations of blocks of data.

Displacement--An analog term for a shift in either the frequency or time domains.

Dummy traffic--Meaningless messages sent through a communications channel to
confuse eavesdroppers.



En clair--In plaintext. Usually refers to the plaintext portion of a partially encrypted
message.

Encipher--To convert plaintext to ciphertext.

Enciphered code or Encicode--The result of superenciphering codetext (i.e., of applying
to the plaintext first a code then a cipher). See: Superencipher.

Encrypt, encipher, or encode--The transformation of plaintext to secret form.

End-to-end encryption--Protection of traffic in a communications net by enciphering it at
the source and deciphering it at the destination so that all the nodes through which it
passes remain ignorant of its content. This offers better security than link
encryption, but requires a prior agreement between the correspondents.

Error propagation--Encoding data in such a way that a small error in transmission results
in large garbled blocks. In paper and pencil cryptography, this was regarded as a
drawback, since errors were common. In current systems, however, it is considered
a virtue, as it makes transmission errors easier to detect and surreptitious
unauthorized modification of the transmitted data more difficult.

Frequency distribution--A map from the letters of an alphabet to the integers whose
value on a letter is the number of occurrences of that letter in some cryptogram.

General system--The less variable parts of a cryptosystem, which is usually taken to be
public, by contrast with the key which is kept secret. In a formal sense, the general
system is the whole parameterized family of transformations and the key is the
parameter.

High-grade cryptosystem--A system designed to resist solution indefinitely.

IFF assumption or IFF problem--The term “Identification Friend or Foe” is applied to
military systems that permit a radar to determine the identity of aircraft. The radar
transmits a signal that is encrypted and returned by the aircraft. The radar compares
the response with its own encryption of the signal to determine its validity. An
opposing radar may make similar challenges, even though it is unable to judge the
results. From a comparison of its challenges and the aircraft’s responses,
cryptanalysts can attempt to discover the cryptosystem in use by the aircraft. The
assumption that a system will be subjected to the severe test of having to encipher, 



for its opponents, as many test messages as they may care to send, without allowing
them to gain insight into the solution of any other cryptograms furnishes a good
criterion for the certification of systems.

In clear--Synonymous with en clair. Not encrypted.

Index of coincidence--A measure of the probability that two letters chosen at random
from a message will be identical. This measure is very different for random text than
for a language with redundancy.

Indicator--Frequently, it is impractical to change the key with every message. In this case,
a part of the key may be kept constant over several messages, while another part is
transmitted either encrypted or in clear with each message. Sometimes this data is
concealed within the message, an example of steganography. An indicator,
especially if sent in clear, is not really part of the key, which is by definition secret;
rather it amounts to changing the system with every message.

Key--The part of a cryptosystem that can be easily varied, and is kept secret. In normal
terms, the key is the parameter that selects which member of a family of
transformation is to be used.

Key auto key (KAK) or key feedback--A mode of cryptographic operation in which the
output of a cryptographic device is cycled back on itself to produce a keystream.

Key generator or KG--A device that generates keying information that will be combined
with plaintext to produce ciphertext. Typically, this is a sequence of pseudo-random
bits. See: Running key.

Keystream--This word is synonymous with running key.

Link encryption--Protection of traffic in a communications network by encryption of the
traffic on each link.

Low-grade cryptosystem--A system designed to provide temporary security.

Masking--An analog term for the use of noise to bury the clear signal.

Nulls--Meaningless additional characters added to a cryptogram to make cryptanalysis
more difficult.



One part code--A code in which the codegroups as well as the plain component are in
alphabetical order, making it possible to convert either way with only one table. In a
code intended for data compression only, this is of little, if any, disadvantage. In a
secret code, however, it represents a serious weakness.

One time key or system--A key which is as large as the message itself, and chosen
completely at random, offers total security if it is only used once. Typically such
keys take the form of a tape of random characters that are combined with plaintext.
Such a system is also called a “one-time pad” or “one-time tape” after the medium
in which the key is stored.

Paraphrasing--Rephrasing a message to prevent an opponent from coming into
possession of a cryptogram and corresponding plaintext.

Password--This word is sometimes used in place of key. It is the customary word for
similar concepts in system security, just as combination is the customary word for
information demanded by locks.

Plain code or placode--Code that has not been superciphered.

Plaintext or plain language--Unenciphered text. Message.

Polyalphabetic cipher--A cipher that employs a number of cipher alphabets that are used
in a varying manner to encipher the characters of the plaintext.

Preamble--A sequence that initiates a pseudo-random running key cipher composed of
synchronization information followed by an indicator.

Primary key--The more frequently changed part of the key. The part not keyed in by the
user.

Privacy transformation--Synonymous with cryptographic transformation.

Probabalistic security--Security achieved by making the key so large that the cryptogram
does not uniquely determine the plaintext.

Probable word method--The method of cryptanalytic attack that consists of assuming
probable values of the input and attempting to deduce the transformations needed to
produce the observed output.



Product cipher--A cipher consisting of the iterated application of different component
ciphers. In information theory, there is a similar object called a concatinated code.

Recoverable synchronization--The ability to recover synchronization automatically.

Red--Classified or unenciphered data are called red by the military.

Rolling code--An analog term for a scrambling process that changes with time,
particularly a bandsplitter that rearranges the frequency bands differently from
moment to moment.

Running key cipher--Classically the same as a coherent running key cipher. More
generally any cipher in which the plaintext is combined with a long keying
sequence.

Session key--A key used for one session or conversation that is transmitted encrypted in a
prearranged long term key. The session key may be sent from one party to the other
(a form of indicator), or from some third party to both.

Scramble--A synonym for encrypt, which originally applied almost exclusively to analog
cryptography but which has been extended by manufacturers to recent digital
products.

Secondary key--The less frequently changed part of the key. Many systems involve keys
that are built or contained in changeable components as well as keys that are keyed
in by the user.

Specific key--A key applying to a particular message, and choosing one cryptographic
transformation from among a set.

Superencipher--To encipher material that is already enciphered. See: Enciphered code.

Tempest specifications--Military specifications governing the elctromagnetic radiation
shielding and isolation of cryptographic equipment.

Transportation cipher--A cipher in which the message is acted on by a permutation of
the letters of the message.



Two-part code--A code composed of two parts: in the first, the plain language elements
are alphabetically ordered and the corresponding codegroups are in random order; in
the second, the code groups are in alphabetical order and the plain component is in
disarray. Such codes offer better security than one-part codes.

Unicity distance or unicity point--The quantity of crypotext required to uniquely
determine the plaintext.

Work characteristic or work factor--The amount of work required to cryptanalyze as a
function of the amount of ciphertext available.


